CASE STUDY

A R ADI CAL BOO ST T O
A ME X’S COMPET IT IV E
A DVA NTA GE
Using AI algorithms developed by Growth Intelligence,
American Express were able to significantly increase the success
of their outbound marketing, whilst sustaining a healthy ROI.

INDUSTRY
Financial Services

SIZE
Enterprise

WEBSITE
americanexpress.com

American Express (AMEX) is a large multinational financial services company
operating across both consumer and business markets, offering a very broad range
of financial products and services. Consequently, their B2B services are aimed at the
full spectrum of the UK economy – from small startups to large-scale corporations.
In 2014, Growth Intelligence (GI) were engaged to help AMEX’s marketing team find,
target and communicate to businesses who required foreign exchange and international
payment facilities (FXIP).

Growth Intelligence is like a secret
weapon. It gives us an edge to
target companies in a way that we
weren’t able before.
HARRY MOLE,
AMEX MARKETING DIRECTOR UK

A M EX’ S M AR K E T I N G S T R AT E GY PRE- GRO WTH I NTELLI GENCE
AMEX wanted to ensure they
were maximising customer
opportunities right across the
UK economy.

Not only were they targeting existing customers from
other divisions, with a view to cross-sell FXIP services
and products; but were looking to open up a ‘hidden’
or ‘untapped’ market.
The marketing team’s initial instinct was to employ
propensity modelling, in order the reduce the cost of
their outbound marketing activities. To some extent,
this worked for AMEX.

WHAT IS PROPENSITY
MODELLING?

Propensity modelling uses a
statistical approach and various
mathematical techniques to
predict customer behaviour.

REA L I T Y C HE C K
Facing the challenges of
propensity modelling.

As a strategy for optimising AMEX’s outbound marketing activity, propensity modelling proved
to be an adequate solution. However, it still had its challenges. Refining and optimising a
propensity model with new data generated by the same model (i.e. a feedback loop) requires
manual, human intervention, and above all…lots of time.

THE RESULT S

3X

SUCCESSFUL
COLD OUTREACH

6X

COST REDUCTION
OF ACQUISITION

2X

REVENUE
PER CAMPAIGN

IN TR OD U C I NG A M E X T O G R OWTH I NTELLI GENCE’ S F I T A I
AMEX’s Global Commercial Services
Division had shown strong growth for
many years. The company was then
introduced to GI and its AI-powered
marketing decision-making platform.

As a result it is was able to:
• Identify B2B customers outside of their existing field of vision or targeting capabilities.
In other words, they were re-discovering prospects they had not considered targeting before.
• Predict which of these new prospects (and existing prospects) were most likely to convert,
via a grading system powered by machine learning.
Since Fit AI was implemented within AMEX’s FXIP business, the rate of conversion has
increased by 3x in comparison to the previous model used. The cost of acquiring a new
B2B customer has also decreased i.e. it is 6x times lower than before.

Unparalleled Advantages

We certainly noticed
very early that GI was
outperforming on the
leading indicators.
HARRY MOLE,
AMEX MARKETING DIRECTOR UK

As part of AMEX’s onboarding strategy, the incumbent propensity model was maintained
for several months and run in parallel with GI’s Fit AI. On every metric, the latter surpassed
the former by a considerably significant margin.
The results of this side-by-side comparison revealed that:
• Fit AI was 90% more accurate in predicting conversions
• Fit AI was able to refine and optimise its signals regularly, versus only once a year with
the incumbent model
• Fit AI was not only converting more prospects into sales, but it was also converting
more valuable prospects, resulting in almost double the revenue per campaign.

It wasn’t incremental gains. It was, in fact, multiple gains!
HARRY MOLE, AMEX MARKETING DIRECTOR UK

THIS I S JU ST T H E B E G I N N I N G – LO O K I NG TO WA RDS THE F UTU RE
Having successfully used Fit AI,
AMEX and Growth Intelligence
continue to work together to
optimise marketing decisions within
other divisions of the business.

To date, multiple AIs have been deployed, helping AMEX make the most of the B2B market
and capture as much revenue as possible.
In the future, AMEX will have a complete birds-eye-view of the global economy and at the
push of a button be able to assess any business and predict its value with a large degree
of accuracy. More importantly, they will be able to do this at scale. Apart from the obvious
benefit i.e. a significant uplift in revenue and profit, this new trove of valuable insight will
also help them develop new products more efficiently, cost-effectively and quickly.

Growth Intelligence have got something which is pretty unique,
and they’ve got a flexible way of helping their customers to succeed.
That’s a pretty powerful combination.
HARRY MOLE, AMEX MARKETING DIRECTOR UK

A BOUT G RO W T H I N T E L L I G E NCE
Growth Intelligence is a pioneering
UK-based AI vendor.

Their aim is to help growing businesses maximise their B2B marketing
efforts through the power of leading-edge machine learning.
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